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We show that a subdominant component of dissipative dark matter resembling the Standard
Model can form many intermediate-mass black hole seeds during the first structure formation epoch.
We also observe that, in the presence of this matter sector, the black holes will grow at a much faster
rate with respect to the ordinary case. These facts can explain the observed abundance of super-
massive black holes feeding high-redshift quasars. The scenario will have interesting observational
consequences for dark substructures and gravitational wave production.
I. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy formation is a complex process. Despite con-
tinuing efforts incorporating higher resolution numeri-
cal simulations with more and more sophisticated sub-
grid stellar physics, it has hitherto proven impossible to
satisfy observational constraints simultaneously at both
dwarf and massive galaxy scales. Introduction of feedback
from massive black holes has helped alleviate the prob-
lem of excessive production of massive galaxies [1], but
nearby dwarf galaxies provide a well studied and more
challenging environment. Supernova feedback seems in-
capable of resolving their paucity [2], the too-big-to-fail
problem [3], and the “missing” baryon fraction issue [4].
This failure has motivated many attempts at modify-
ing the nature of Dark Matter (DM), for example into
warm [5–7], fuzzy [8, 9] and strongly self-interacting [10,
11] variants. All of these attempts seem to create as many
problems as they try to resolve [12].
Here we take a different tack via the mirror DM [13–
16]. We demonstrate that a subdominant component of
dissipative dark matter, containing dark baryons and
dark photons identical to ordinary sector particles, natu-
rally produces Intermediate Mass Black Holes (IMBHs),
in the mass range (104 − 105) M, at the epoch of first
structure formation. This behavior derives from the sup-
pression of mirror molecular hydrogen, due to a much
lower fraction of free mirror electrons, which act as cat-
alyzers.
By accretion, a few of these black holes can transform
into the Supermassive Black Holes (SMBHs) observed at
z ∼ 7 (see [17] and references therein), whose existence is
∗ These two authors contributed equally.
still an unexplained issue in astrophysics. This can hap-
pen because we have massive seeds and they can accrete
two non-interacting dissipative matter sectors (ordinary
and mirror).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
our dark matter model, whose thermal history we study
in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the description of the
structure formation in the mirror sector and the estimate
of the IMBH number density. We discuss the accretion
of the BH seeds in V, and summarize our results in VI.
II. MIRROR WORLD
We assume the existence of a parallel sector of mirror
particles which is completely identical, in terms of parti-
cle physics properties, to the Standard Model (SM) parti-
cle sector. Mirror particles interact with the SM only via
gravitational interactions and all the portals (e.g. photon
and Higgs portals) are chosen to be very small. We fur-
ther assume the existence of a cold DM component, which
does not interact appreciably with the baryons (ordinary
and mirror).
We leave the particle physics details to future work.
For the purpose of this article, it will suffice to note that,
in the simplest scenario, the whole theory is invariant
with respect to an unbroken discrete mirror parity that
exchanges the fields in the two sectors, although there
needs to be a breaking in the very early universe to allow
different initial conditions in the two sectors [18]. The DM
component can simply be an axion, i.e. the Goldstone
of an anomalous, spontaneously broken U(1)PQ Peccei-
Quinn (PQ) symmetry, with the U(1)PQ charges carried
by both the ordinary and mirror Higgses (for an example,
see [19]). In summary, from a cosmological point of view,
we have:
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2 A duplicate of the SM matter. The relativistic de-
grees of freedom of this sector are mirror photons
and neutrinos, contributing an energy density Ω′r.
The non-relativistic degrees of freedom are mirror
baryons with energy density Ω′b. Here and in the
following, the symbol (′) denotes the physical quan-
tities of the mirror world.
 A Cold Dark Matter (CDM) candidate, whose en-
ergy density is denoted Ωc, such that the total mat-
ter energy fraction is Ωm = Ωc + Ωb + Ω
′
b.
All the differences between the two sectors can be de-
scribed in terms of two macroscopic parameters which
are the only free parameters of the model:
x = T ′γ/Tγ , β = Ω
′
b/Ωb , (1)
Tγ being the photon temperature. For simplicity, the re-
sults showed in the next sections are derived by taking
β = 1, i.e. Ω′b = Ωb.
In order to avoid the CMB (Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground) and BBN (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis) bounds on
dark radiation, one needs the condition x . 0.3 [18, 20].
If this is the case, we will see in the next section that mir-
ror matter behaves like CDM at the time of CMB last
scattering (mirror baryons are bounded in neutral mirror
hydrogen atoms).
III. A BRIEF THERMAL HISTORY OF THE
MIRROR UNIVERSE
As discussed, in our setup the Friedmann equation
reads:
H(z) = H0
[
Ωr(1 + x
4)(1 + z)4+
(Ωb(1 + β) + Ωc) (1 + z)
3 + ΩΛ
]1/2
, (2)
where H0 is today’s Hubble constant.
An important stage for structure formation is the
matter-radiation equality epoch, which occurs at the red-
shift
1 + zeq =
Ωm
Ωtotr
=
Ωb(1 + β) + Ωc
Ωr(1 + x4)
=
ρ0c
T 4γ,0
Ωm
pi2/30 g∗(Tγ,0) (1 + x4)
,
(3)
where g∗ is the number of relativistic degrees of free-
dom and Tγ,0 is the CMB temperature today. Using
the best-fit Planck parameters [21], one gets 1 + zeq '
3396/(1 + x4). Since x  1, the matter-radiation equal-
ity is untouched in presence of a colder mirror sector.
The evolution of the free electron number fraction Xe
and gas temperature Tg as a function of the redshift z for
the ordinary and mirror sectors are ruled by the following
coupled differential equations [22]:
dXe
dz
=
P2
(1 + z)H(z)
(
αH(Tg)nHX
2
e
− βH(Tg)e−Eα/Tg (1−Xe)
)
,
(4)
dTg
dz
=
1
1 + z
[2Tg − γC (Tγ(z)− Tg)] , (5)
where Eα is the Ly-α energy, βH is the effective pho-
toionization rate from n = 2 (per atom in the 2s state),
and αH is the case-B recombination coefficient. We have
defined the dimensionless coefficient
γC ≡
8σTarT
4
γ
3Hmec
Xe
1 +XHe +Xe
, (6)
(and analogous for the mirror sector) with σT the Thom-
son cross-section, ar the radiation constant, me the elec-
tron mass and XHe the number fraction of helium. The
coefficient P2 represents the probability for an electron
in the n = 2 state to get to the ground state before being
ionized, given by [22]
P2 = 1 +KHΛHnH(1−Xe)
1 +KH(ΛH + βH)nH(1−Xe) , (7)
(and analogous expression for the mirror sector) where
ΛH = 8.22458 s
−1 is the decay rate of the 2s level, and
KH = λ
3
Lyα/(8piH(z)) accounts for the cosmological red-
shifting of the Ly-α photons.
For the ordinary sector, the boundary conditions are
Xe(zM ) = 1 and Tg(zM ) = Tγ,0(1 + zM )
1. For the
mirror sector, the equations take the same form, with
the substitutions Xe → X ′e, Tg → T ′g, nH → nH′ ,
γC → γ′C , Tγ(z) → xTγ(z). The boundary conditions
in the mirror sector are X ′e(zM/x) = 1 and T
′
g(zM/x) =
Tγ,0(1 + zM/x).
From eq. (6) in the mirror sector, we notice that the
Compton rate is a factor x4 smaller than that in the or-
dinary sector. As a consequence, the recombination in
the speculative sector is much faster. We solve numeri-
cally Eqs. (5), showing the results in fig. 1. The left panel
shows the electron fraction Xe for the ordinary and mir-
ror sectors as a function of redshift. For the mirror sec-
tor we show the results for three benchmark values of x:
x = 0.3 (blue dot-dashed line), x = 0.1 (magenta dot-
dashed line) and x = 0.01 (red dot-dashed line).
At the time of the ordinary recombination (z ' 1100)
the mirror hydrogen is fully recombined. Indeed, the
residual mirror ionization fraction X ′e at z = 1100 is
always less than 10−5 for the three benchmark models
we consider. As a consequence, mirror hydrogen behaves
1 Here zM = 2500. We have checked that for z > zM the solutions
are stable.
3like CDM with respect to the ordinary plasma evolution
before the CMB last scattering. Hence, by z ' 1100, the
total amount of CDM is exactly the one measured by the
Planck satellite: i.e. ΩDM = Ωm − Ωb = Ω′b + Ωc. The
right panel of fig. 1 shows instead the evolution of the
gas temperatures Tg, T
′
g as a function of redshift. Since
the Compton heating process is not efficient in keeping
the mirror baryons and mirror photons in thermal equi-
librium, the temperature of the mirror gas at redshifts
relevant for the structure formation is much smaller than
the ordinary one (not simply by a factor x).
IV. STRUCTURE FORMATION
A. Qualitative picture
The different chemical initial conditions of the ordinary
and mirror gas are crucial for understanding the differ-
ences in the formation of the first structures in the two
sectors.
Let us follow a spherical overdensity of mirror baryons.
While δ ≡ δρ/ρ  1, it will expand with the rest of the
universe, but lagging behind as δρ ∼ a−2. At some point,
when δ ∼ 4.55, the overdensity turns around and starts
to collapse [23]. If the matter interacts only gravitation-
ally (as the CDM component), the final result of the col-
lapse will be a halo of particles supported by velocity
dispersion, corresponding to an effective virial temper-
ature Tvir = µmpGNM/(5kBR), where µ is the mean
molecular weight, mp the proton mass, and M , R the
mass and radius of the overdensity, respectively. How-
ever, unlike CDM, the mirror gas does not undergo shell-
crossing, being instead heated by shocks. The end re-
sult of the collapse of the gas is approximately a mir-
ror cloud heated to a temperature ∼ (γ − 1)Tvir, where
γ ' 5/3 is the adiabatic index, at the virial density
ρvir ' 178 ρcrΩ′b(1 + z)3 [23].
At this point, the chemistry of the gas needs to be con-
sidered. In particular, we have to ask whether the mirror
cloud can cool, losing pressure support and contracting
further, or it will remain as a hot dilute halo (resem-
bling a CDM component). At low temperatures, in the
absence of heavy elements, there is not enough energy to
excite mirror atomic transitions. Therefore, as in the ordi-
nary sector, the main cooling mechanism for a hydrogen-
helium gas is through H2, which at low densities is pro-
duced mainly through the reactions H + e− → H− + γ,
H− + H → H2 + e−, in which free electrons act as cat-
alyzers.
Since molecular cooling can bring the temperature
down to Tg ∼ 200 K, ordinary baryons are able to form
small structures. However, in the mirror sector the initial
abundance of free electrons, as shown in the left panel of
Fig. 1, is very suppressed, and therefore the production
of mirror molecular hydrogen is slower. This allows some
mirror clouds to not undergo catastrophic cooling, as we
will show.
First of all, it is clear that mirror clouds with very high
virial temperatures, Tvir & 104 K, will behave essentially
as ordinary clouds, as the mirror hydrogen quickly un-
dergoes full ionization, independently on the initial con-
ditions. The same fate happens to massive clouds which
are adiabatically heated to high temperatures at the be-
ginning of their evolution. On the other hand, at very
low virial temperatures, Tvir . 1000 K, a mirror cloud
is a dilute cloud of neutral atomic hydrogen, which does
not cool efficiently (at least in the absence of metals) and
just behaves as cold DM, as shown in Sec. IV C. We thus
expect a range of masses in between these two extrema
in which the behavior of mirror clouds can be different
from ordinary baryons.
B. Semi-analytical model
We can try to understand more in detail the dynam-
ics of a mirror cloud by considering the evolution of av-
eraged temperature, total number density and species
abundances, as done for instance in [24, 25]. Of course,
this is only a first approximation, but it is useful to check
the existence of halos in which very massive black holes
may be formed by direct collapse.
The chemistry evolution of the cloud is solved using the
krome package [26]. For the details about the model, we
refer to the built-in one-zone collapse released with the
package. We follow the abundance of 9 mirror species (H,
H−, p, e, H2, H+2 , He, He
+, He++), tracking 21 reactions.
For the ordinary sector we use µ = 1.22, corresponding
to a gas of hydrogen and helium in their standard BBN
abundances. For the mirror sector, we study two models,
x = 0.1 and x = 0.01, for which [18] showed that the
mirror helium abundance is negligible, therefore we have
µ′ = 1. The thermodynamic evolution is given by the
equation
T˙g
Tg
− (γ − 1) n˙g
ng
=
(γ − 1)
kBTgng
(H− C) , (8)
where C and H are, respectively, the cooling and heating
rates per unit volume. The inverse of the right hand side
of Eq. (8) is defined as (minus) the cooling time scale
tc. The density evolution is approximated by a free-fall
or isobaric evolution, depending on the shorter timescale
between the sound-crossing time ts and the free-fall time
tff
2. If ts > tff , we take the number density evolution to
be n˙g = ng/tff [24]; if instead ts < tff , the number density
is inversely proportional to the temperature, ng ∝ T−1g .
Our results are shown in fig. 2, which illustrates the
evolution of several physical quantities as a function of
the gas density ng at a virialization redshift zvir = 40.
2 The sound-crossing time is ts = R/cs, where R is the radius of
the cloud and cs the sound speed. The free-fall time is tff =
(3pi/(32Gρtot))1/2, ρtot being the total mass density.
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Figure 1. Left panel: Free electron number abundance Xe as a function of redshift z for the ordinary (black solid), and mirror
sector for different values of the x parameter (dot-dashed lines). Right panel: Background gas temperature Tg as a function
of redshift z.
From top to bottom, the rows show the evolution of:
free-fall, sound-crossing and cooling timescales; gas tem-
perature Tg; number fraction of molecular hydrogen XH2 ;
and finally the accretion rate, estimated as M˙ = MJ/tff ,
where MJ is the Jeans mass. From left to right, we show
the ordinary sector, the mirror with x = 0.1 and the mir-
ror with x = 0.01. From the second to fourth row, the
different curves correspond to different halo virial masses.
Focusing on the phase diagram (Tg − ng), we can see
that all the halos of the ordinary sector, after an initial
phase of adiabatic contraction (in some cases followed
by a short isobaric evolution) produce enough molec-
ular hydrogen to quickly cool down to ∼ 200 K (red
lines), according to the results reported in [24, 25]. The
mirror sectors, instead, shows markedly different behav-
ior for moderate virial temperatures. First, as shown by
the red curves, the more massive halos which manage
to attain a temperature above the Ly−α line will ion-
ize the mirror neutral hydrogen, thus behaving as ordi-
nary halos. However, at lower virial temperatures, the
orange curves show that the evolution settles down to a
quasi-isothermal collapse at a temperature in the range
∼ (500 − 900) K (depending on the value of x), at least
until the density reaches 1010 cm−3, when 3-body reac-
tions become important. As apparent from the evolution
of the timescales and of the H2 abundance, this behavior
is due to a balance between the cooling induced by trace
amounts of molecular hydrogen and the compressional
heating. We also observe a third qualitative behavior in
a narrow range of virial masses, illustrated by the blue
curves. These halos follow a trajectory which brings them
close to the Ly-α line, and they start to produce molec-
ular hydrogen. However, before cooling occurs, the den-
sity reaches a critical value for which the cooling function
changes behavior in ng [27]. After that, there is a collapse
in which the temperature decreases very slowly, with neg-
ligible amounts of H2. The end result of this scenario
looks somewhat similar to the case in which molecular
hydrogen is destroyed by Lyman-Werner photons [28],
but in our case the time evolution of the halos is very
slow (∼ Gyr). Therefore, as we discuss below, these ha-
los cannot collapse fast enough before undergoing merger
events.
At this point, we would like to discuss the endpoint
of the collapse of ordinary and mirror halos, whether we
produce Population III (POPIII) stars or direct collapse
black holes (DCBH). We rely on the results of [29, 30],
which give a threshold M˙ ∼ 10−2 M/yr above which
the result of the halo collapse is a DCBH. This is shown
as the cyan region in the last row of fig. 2. If we choose to
evaluate M˙ when the halo reaches a minimum temper-
ature, which presumably means it fragments into Jeans-
supported structures, we find that the ordinary sector
can only form POPIII stars, while the mirror sector is
able to form DCBHs in the cases represented by the or-
ange and blue curves (which however evolve too slowly).
From the dashed black lines depicted in the second row of
fig. 2 we estimate the mass of such black holes, at their
formation time, as (104 − 105) M, the Jeans mass at
(presumed) fragmentation (for the orange curves). The
number of black holes we expect to form can be as low as
a few and as high as (Ω′b/Ωc)Mvir/MJ,min, where Mvir is
the virial mass of the original halo and MJ,min the Jeans
mass at the temperature minimum. For illustration, in
the mirror sector with x = 0.1, the maximum number of
DCBHs with a mass ' 104 M, in a single halo, is in the
range (100− 500) at zvir = 40.
C. Time of collapse
Before concluding that each halo produces black holes,
we need to check that the single-halo evolution discussed
above is a reasonable approximation. In particular, we
have neglected the fact that structures in a ΛCDM uni-
verse form by continuous merging of smaller objects into
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Figure 2. Evolution of several physical quantities as a function of the gas number density ng at zvir = 40. The panels in the
first column describe the properties of the ordinary sector while the second and third columns refer to the mirror sectors with
x = 0.1 and x = 0.01 respectively. In all plots, the light gray area on the left denotes the region of the parameter space where the
gas is not yet virialized. First row: Evolution of the free fall tff (grey lines), sound-crossing ts (red lines) and cooling tc (blue
lines) timescales for three virial temperatures (Tvir = 1000 K (solid lines), Tvir = 3500 K (dot-dashed lines) and Tvir = 12000 K
(dotted lines)). Second row: Evolution of the gas temperature Tg. Three scenarios are possible: efficient gas cooling at ∼ 200 K
(red lines); quasi-isothermal collapse in the range ∼ (500− 900) K (orange lines, depending on the value of x); quasi-isothermal
collapse at ∼ 9000 K (blue lines). Third row: Evolution of the number fraction of molecular hydrogen XH2 for the scenarios
discussed before. Fourth row: Evolution of the mass accretion rate estimated as the Jeans mass to free fall time M˙ = MJ/tff .
The cyan region gives a threshold above which a DCBH is possible.
6larger halos. Therefore, to be consistent, we have to re-
quire that the collapse time tColl of any halo, defined
as the time when the density grows super-exponentially,
is shorter that a typical “merger” timescale, which we
take as the Hubble time at the virialization epoch tH.
We show this in fig. 3. From left to right, we have the
ordinary sector, mirror with x = 0.1, and mirror with
x = 0.01. In each plot, we show the estimated age of
the universe when we consider the halo collapsed (and a
BH or a star formed), as a function of the virial temper-
ature, for different virialization redshifts (at fixed Tvir,
the redshift increases from top to bottom). The gray re-
gion represents times larger than the age of the Universe
today. The stars denote the halos which satisfy our crite-
rion that tColl < tH, while the dots denote the ones which
do not.
The evolution of the ordinary sector is always very fast,
and we conclude that each halo we consider ends up pro-
ducing POPIII stars. The evolution in both mirror sec-
tors is instead very different. There are 2 different ranges
in virial temperatures which we can describe within the
single-halo approximation, which correspond to all of the
red curves (higher Tvir), which end up forming mirror
POPIII stars, and some of the orange curves (lower Tvir)
in fig. 2, which end up forming IMBH seeds. As antici-
pated, all the blue curves in fig. 2 evolve so slowly we
cannot really trust our conclusions. We can say the same
about the small halos with low Tvir (dots on the left in
the mirror panels of fig. 3). These will evolve very slowly,
thus resembling a cold dark matter component before
undergoing mergers with other halos.
D. Number of candidate halos
Finally, we would like to estimate the number of black
hole seeds produced by the mirror sector. We can say
that each halo which undergoes quasi-isothermal collapse
at Tg ' (500−900) K (orange lines in the second panel of
Fig. 2) could hosts at least one, at most (Ω′b/Ωc)Mvir/MJ
black holes. An approximate answer to our question is
the estimate of the number of such halos, which we will
do using the Press-Schechter mass function. In detail, we
integrate the mass function over the ranges of halo virial
masses able to produce DCBHs or stars, as identified
in fig. 3. Our results, in number of halos per comoving
Gpc3, are shown in table I, for 3 representative redshifts
of virialization (zvir = 30, 40, 50).
As one can see, the amount of halos containing stars in
the mirror sector is much smaller with respect to the or-
dinary sector, especially at high redshift. We then expect
that the mirror sector is, in general, less contaminated
by metals, which cause halo cooling and fragmentation.
This can be understood by noticing that, in the case of
the lowest virialization redshift we use (zvir = 30), in
the ordinary sector there is already one star formation
site per halo with a mass above ' 2 × 105 M (corre-
sponding to the lowest virial temperature we consider).
Indeed, our estimate is of the same order (∼ 109/Gpc3
when the Universe was tvir(z = 30) + tcoll ' 200 Myr
old) of the (extrapolated) galaxy number density of the
Universe [31–33], while in the mirror sector we expect the
star formation sites to be in negligible number (∼ 500).
For this reason, we do not fully trust our calculations at
a lower redshift, as we expect that at least the ordinary
sector is polluted by metals, thus changing the collapse
dynamics of both the ordinary and the mirror sector.
The star formation history in the mirror sector is dif-
ferent than in the ordinary sector, and we expect that
mirror stars are less abundant and bigger than the ordi-
nary ones, at the same epoch. Furthermore, for the mir-
ror sector with x = 0.1 we estimate that there are many
DCBH seeds (∼ 107/Gpc3), more than the mirror star
formation sites. From the numbers we get, we estimate
that DCBH seeds are about a factor 10−2 less abundant
than the sites of star formation in the ordinary sector, in
other words we expect that about one percent of galaxies
will host a black hole.
As for the sector with x = 0.01, we see that it forms
very few DCBH seeds, formed only above z = 40, and
a few mirror stars. Indeed, this sector is very cold and
remains mostly dilute during the cosmic evolution.
V. ACCRETION OF BH SEEDS
Our results so far give an interesting indication that
many halos can produce very massive black hole seeds, by
direct collapse of mirror baryon clouds. The next question
is to understand whether we can reach BH masses of up
to (109 − 1010) M by redshift ∼ 7, as observed [17].
After formation, we expect that the seed black hole will
grow by accretion, of both ordinary and mirror baryons.
In first approximation, we assume [34] that a BH formed
at time t0 with mass M0 grows continuously to reach a
mass at time t
M(t) = M0 e
(t−t0)/tSal . (9)
Here, tSal is the Salpeter time [35]
tSal =
Mc2
(1− )L ' 400 Myr

1− 
LEdd
L
, (10)
where  is the radiative efficiency, L the BH luminosity
and LEdd the Eddington luminosity. In the presence of an
ordinary and a mirror sector, which only interact grav-
itationally with each other, we expect that the Salpeter
time roughly halves, assuming that the accretion hap-
pens in both sectors at similar luminosity and efficiency.
Therefore, in a universe with both ordinary and mirror
matter, even small seed black holes grow very fast, with
an e-folding timescale of ∼ 22 Myr if the accretion hap-
pens at Eddington luminosity and  ' 0.1. Now, focus-
ing on the mirror sector with x = 0.1, by zvir = 30 we
have a large amount of DCBH seeds (∼ 107/Gpc3) with
initial masses M0 ' 104 M formed when the Universe
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Figure 3. Typical collapse timescales as a function of the virial temperature Tvir. From the left to the right we show the ordinary
and the mirror sectors with x = 0.1 and x = 0.01 respectively. For a given Tvir, the different points are obtained by assuming
several virialization redshifts. From bottom (zvir = 60) to top (zvir = 10) the step in redshift is ∆z = 5. The stars satisfy the
criterium tColl < tH while the dots do not.
Ordinary x = 0.1 x = 0.01
zvir = 50 zvir = 40 zvir = 30 zvir = 50 zvir = 40 zvir = 30 zvir = 50 zvir = 40 zvir = 30
DCBH seeds 0 0 0 403 1.8× 105 2.7× 107 0.01 0 0
Mminvir [M] / / / 3.4× 105 6.2× 105 1.4× 106 1.7× 106 / /
Mmaxvir [M] / / / 4.7× 106 5.0× 106 7.7× 106 2.4× 106 / /
Star sites 1.1× 105 3.6× 107 4.3× 109 1.2× 10−8 0.01 505 1.2× 10−8 1.4× 10−2 258
Mminvir [M] 9.0× 104 1.2× 105 1.9× 105 8.0× 106 1.1× 107 1.9× 107 8.0× 106 1.3× 107 1.9× 107
Mmaxvir [M] ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
Table I. Number density of candidate halos, in Gpc−3. For each virialization redshift we show the number density of halos able
to produce DCBHs seed or POPIII star forming sites, as well as the minimum and maximum virial masses, which are the
extremes of integration of the Press-Schechter mass function (inferred from Fig. 3). From left to right, we show results for the
ordinary and mirror sectors with x = 0.1 and x = 0.01.
was tvir(z = 30) + tColl ≡ t0 ' 200 Myr. By substitut-
ing these numbers in Eq. (9), we get that, at the time
t(z = 7) ' 800 Myr when SMBHs with mass bigger than
109 M are observed [36], in our framework we are able to
saturate such high masses even if the DCBH seeds con-
tinuously accrete mass with a high radiative efficiency
and luminosity less than Eddington in either sector. As
far as we know, ours is the only model 3 which can accel-
erate the black hole growth so quickly. Even significant
super-Eddington growth of SMBH in the ordinary sector
requires seed black holes of at least ∼ 100 M present at
z ∼ 20 [37], and in any case observations of the SMBH
in quasars point out to accretion at a fraction of the Ed-
dington luminosity [38].
Nevertheless, we cannot reliably estimate the final
mass reached by redshift ∼ 7 because the exponential
accretion is too simple a scenario. There are indeed two
major issues to be addressed:
3 More generally, this happens in models with dissipative matter
which can form dense structures.
• First, there might be radiative feedback effects
which shut off the mass accretion above a limiting
mass [29].
• Then, perhaps more importantly, our seed BHs are
born in relatively small halos, of up to ∼ 107 M.
As a consequence, we should quantify whether the
BH, once it has swallowed most of its host en-
vironment, can grow further. This will be possi-
ble, because of halo accretion. In fact, using the
(extrapolation of the) median mass accretion rate
derived in [39], we can determine the evolution
of a typical halo by solving dM/dz = 25.3(1 +
1.65z)/(1 + z)
[
M/(1012M)
]1.1
H−10 M yr
−1. Fo-
cusing again on the mirror with x = 0.1, we esti-
mate that the final halo mass at z = 7 is ∼ 108 M
and ∼ 1.6 × 109 M for, respectively, initial virial
temperatures Tvir = 1200 and Tvir = 3900, corre-
sponding to the limits of the range of BH-producing
halos virialized at zvir = 30 (as shown in Fig. 3).
The mass in both baryonic components is a frac-
tion Ωb(1 + β)/Ωm. The accretion history of a sin-
gle halo has a large variability in its final mass, and
8the numbers we quote correspond to a median rate.
Given that the largest halos we consider accrete, in
the median, a baryonic mass of the order of the few
observed SMBHs, we find it likely that these can be
produced by our mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The presence of supermassive black holes at redshift as
high as 7 is still an open issue in astrophysics. Moreover,
baryonic feedback by supernovae has difficulty in resolv-
ing outstanding problems in dwarf galaxy formation. A
new ingredient may be needed that might involve IMBH
feedback in dwarfs, but it is far from obvious how such
IMBH might form in the early universe.
We provide a DM solution to this problem by appealing
to a subdominant dissipative component of the dark sec-
tor, which for simplicity we consider to be a mirror copy
of the Standard Model, while the rest of the DM sector
is assumed to be a standard cold candidate. Concerning
the particle physics details, we have in mind a model con-
sisting of a mirror copy of the Standard Model with the
same coupling constants and masses, with an axion-like
particle shared by both ordinary and mirror sector. The
axion can potentially solve the strong-CP problem [19],
but we leave the details to future work.
Of course, this is not the only model which can give
the phenomenology we discussed. We expect that sim-
ilar conclusions can be reached by changing couplings
and masses (or even the particle content). In particular,
models with larger binding energy of the dark hydrogen
atom will have a larger atomic line cooling temperature,
and the cooling by molecular hydrogen is hindered be-
cause the formation rate is less efficient. The cooling due
to a dark hydrogen-like atom has been recently analyzed
in [40].
Coming back to our mirror scenario, using a zero-
dimensional approach, we showed that, if the mirror
CMB temperature is much lower than the ordinary one,
the thermodynamics and chemistry of collapsing mirror
clouds follow a different path, leading to the production
of IMBH seeds by direct collapse. We have estimated the
frequency, mass range and growth by accretion of the
seeds, finding that they might in fact be helpful to re-
solve the many issues that perplex astrophycisists. More
in detail, we expect that by z ' 7, in the case x = 0.1,
the bulk of the population of black holes has masses
around 107 − 108 M, with a tail that extends above
∼ 109 M, and power the quasars we observe. The mir-
ror sector IMBHs are sufficiently numerous to be at the
centers of the dwarf galaxies, such that their feedback
could plausibly resolve many of the dwarf galaxy issues
in the standard sector. Of course, detailed numerical sim-
ulations need to be performed in order to transform our
estimates into more precise values, and analyze cosmo-
logical data in terms of our scenario.
In addition to the black holes, we will form mirror
stars, more massive and much less abundant than in
the ordinary sector, as shown in table I. In star-forming
sites, we expect that part of the dissipative dark matter
will organize itself in disks, rather than halos. This has
been already pointed out in similar models, for instance
in [41–44]. The mirror substructures can be detected by
large-scale structure observations, such as lensing, and by
small-scale (galactic) probes, such as stellar dynamics.
Today we have a new window to look at the sky: grav-
itational waves. We expect to have IMBH mergers, and
a few mergers of smaller black holes born from the death
of mirror stars, at redshifts all the way up to ∼ 30. While
IMBH mergers belong to the LISA range of frequencies,
smaller black holes can be observed by LIGO. It is there-
fore very interesting to evaluate the expected rate and
mass range of these merger events.
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